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TIGER SCRUBS FIGHT GLORIOUSLY
TO VICTORY OVER N. GA, AGGIES
Stars at "Holtasy" and "Big Ben"
Play Brilliant and Scrappy Football to Down Aggies
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Clemson's fighting scrubs journeyed down to Hartwell, Georgia, Saturday and met the North Georgia
Aggies, from Dahlonega, in gridiron
battle. The old Tiger fight triumphed, and the scrubs returned with
the bacon.
The following account of the
plays, compiled by "Bull" Tibbs,
himself, none other, tells of the
great game the scrubs put up to
win for Clemson:
The Details
Clemson wins toss of coin, and
Ricks kicks off to Dahlonega. Tate
kicks over goal line, and the ball is
brought out on the 20 yard line
and put in play. On the first play
Dahlonega tries fake pass but is
intersepted by Tate who returns
to the 20 yard line. McGee gets
15 yards over left tackle. Reynolds
gets touchdown over center. On the
try for point Clemson gets penalized
15 yards for coaching from the
side line.
Tate kicks off over goal line,
and the ball is brought out to the
20 yard line plus 15 yards penalty,
the ball is now on the Dahlonega
35 yard line.
Dahlonega tries end run but Reynolds stops it for a 2 yard loss.
Pass Holden to Parham nets 25
yards. Pass Holden to Parham nets
touchdown, but they failed for
point. Clemson 6, Dahlonega. 6.
Tate kicks over goal line, ball
put in play on 20 yard line. Clemson holds aggies and forces them to
punt, Parham
punts out' of
bounds on 45 yard line, Clemsons
ball. Price gets 20 yards over
right tackle, McGee get 25 yards
over center, and carries ball to 1
foot line. Quarter up, ball on 1 foot
line. McGee gets touchdown over
center. Tate fails for point.
Tate kicks off over goal line,, ball
put in play on 20 yard line. Aggies
get 20 yards on pass, Aggies try
pass but is intercepted by Price
Clemsons ball., Price gets 8 yards
jver right tackle, Reynolds gets
first down over center, Price gets
L0 yards over right end. Pass Tate
to Brabham falls incomplete behind
*oal line. Aggies " ball on their
own 20 yard line. Sanders throws
Aggies for 5 yard loss. Pass Holden
to Parham nets 25 yards, pass Hold
en to Parham nets touchdown, half
up. Clemson 12 dahlonega 12. Tate
kicks off over goal line, ball put
in play
on the
20 yard
line.
Ethridge throws Aggies for 2 yard
loss. Parham punts 70 yards out
of bounds, Clemsons ball on her
own 10 yard line. Tate punts 45
yards but Dahlonega gets no return
Dahlonega tries drop kick but fails.
Continued on page two.)

PRESBYTERIAN FRESH
SMOTHERTIGER CUBS
Long Passes And Fast Running
Bewilder Rats—Young Bluestocking Have Great Backl'ield
A sultry, pepless day witnessed
P. C.'s victory over Clemson's bewildered Tiger Cubs. The game was
filled with fasinating and brilliant
plays, but unhappily P. C. was excuting them. The young Presbyterians
found little
difficulty
in
piercing the Cub's line, and when
they tired of tearing the line to
shreds they sailed passes around
the field, for amusement and long
gains. Fight as they might, the
young Tigers
simply could
not
solve their opponents offense. When
they stopped a concerted series of
drives over tackle, a sweeping end
run would drive them back toward
their goal.
When Martin kicked off, the two
teams looked to be about evenly
matched,
and the first .quarter
brought out very little uneveness
in 'the teams. However, before the
first period was over, the gains
that the Presbyterians had been
making by apparent breaks assumed
their proper appearance as being
the result of excellent team work.
Passes and slashing off-tackle plays
netted the visitors a total of eight
first downs in this quarter, though
they failed to score. Dogged persistency in the crucial moments
made the Cubs hold when a touchdown looked certain.
Bue starting from Clemsons 25
yard in the second period Wilson
hammered the Cubs right tackle
until it weakened and permitted
him to glide thru for 8 yards and
the first marker
Stamps kicked
goal. P. C. 7 Cubs 0.
Passes Gain
Pretty cooperation between the
Presbyterian backs netted
them
long gains on passes, and their
same driving tackle plays advanced
them steadily up the field until
Dugan plunged through left tackle
for the second counter. Stamps
booted another goal P. C. 14 Cubs
0.
Only a few minutes elapsed befor the P. C. freshmen counted
again. Stamps kicked to Link who
returned a few yards and then
punted. On the next play, Stamps
dropped back on a delayed pass
and threw to Timmons. The flashy
end quickly stepped the forty-odd
yards that separated him from the
goal line and marked up another
counter. Stamps duplicated his previous boots. P. C. 21 Cubs 0.
Just before the half was up Dugan intercepted a Tiger pass and a
(Continued on page three)

MEN OF CLEMSON
The spirit of the student body
is not what it should be. The
corps is not backing the team io
the limit. It is absolutely necessary that every Clemson man get
the true Tiger spirit into his own
soul and into the soul of the men
that will fight our battle for us in
the two coming games. The team
will not do its best unless they
are inspired to do so. It is our
duty and our privilege as members
of the Tiger clan to give that team
the spirit which will MAKE them
win these last two games of the
season.
When the cajl is issued for the
pep meeting Thursday night, BE
THERE. Make every man in the
entire student body be there, and
let's show the team that we are
behind them and that we are going to do our part in winning
those two games. It is your duty
to the team, to yourself, and to
your school.

E. L- s.

GEORGIA TECH WINS
GROSS COUNTRY RAGE
Three Yellowjackets Lead After Hard
Race—Time 21 Minutes 49
Seconds
Clemson's cross country team lost
a gruelling 4.2 mile road race to
Georgia Tech Saturday afternoon,
Tech scoring 20 points to Clemson's
3 5 (yes, Tech won, that's the way
this sport is scored).
Three fast Techmen came in at
the lead when
the race
ended
after the hard cross country grind
over the college farm with it's
hills and valleys. Roberts, Saks,
and Mitchell, in the order named,
were the Yellowjackets who came
in first. They were bunched closely,
quite a distance in front of the
first Clemson man who was Br.ck.
Boyle, Tech man running unattached came in fourth, but Buck got
fourth as he was the fourth regular team member. "Little" Sease
beat Daves, of Tech, out of the
fifth position in a hair-raising
finish.
Time of the winner was 29 minutes 41 seconds.
Clemson and Tech each entered
teams of six men in the race, the
first ten of these twelve to finish
being the ones who counted !*■
scoring. Clemson also entered her
second team for the purpose of
giving them a trial in the heat of
real battle. Tech ran several surplus men unattached. The position
of the Clemson second team and
the Tech unattached men at the
end did not affect
the scoring,
however..
The order in which the runners
finished was:
(Continued on page two)
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WILDCATS OUTPLAY TIGERS TO WIN
CHARLOTTE GAM E BY ONE TOUCHDOWN

TIGERS AND BULLDOGS
TOBATTLESATURDAY

Davidson Leads In First Downs And
Makes Touchdown By Forward
Pass—Tiger Alumni Loyal

The Davidson Wildcats, still reClemson And Citadel Prepare To joicing over the result of their
Clash On Memorial Field In
game with N. C. State last week,
Anderson
earned new honors on Wearn Field
in Charlotte last Saturday when they
With Anderson putting up gala
defeated the Tiger from the hills
entertainment
for the
visitors,
of South Carolina in a hard and
Clemson and The Citadel are prewell-fought battle by the score of
paring to invade the friendly walls
7 to 0. The winning! points were
of the Electric City Saturday. Arscored in the second quarter after
rived there, they will proceed to
a drive down the field by the
enjoy the far-famed hospitality of
plunging backs of the Garnet and
that city, and to tear at each other's
Black and a beautiful completed
throats in deadly gridiron warfare
forward pass from Sappenfield to
on
American
Legion
Memorial
Hendrix that went ■ for fa gain of
Field. The field, built as a monutwenty-five yards and a touchdown.
ment to Anderson's hero dead of
The one big football game that
the world war, will be dedicated
has been played in Charlotte this
with suitable exercises just before
• season drew a crowd of about 4000
the game.
spectators, most of whom were David. Clemson's cadets corps will go en
son supporters, but Clemson also
masse to the game, leaving Tigerhad a large number of loyal alumni
town about mid-day by a special
and ex-students who gave cheer
train over the Blue Ridge. They
after cheer for their representatives
plan to take Anderson by storm
of the gridiron. The entire stands
and show the good citizens of that
were filled to capacity, and many
place what real football pep is.
on-lookers were forced to seek
Citadel will not be without her
standing room around the field.
supporters, for the alumni of the
Clemson entered the game the
Charleston institution are ' thickly
favorite to win, but the Wildcats
scattered through this section, and
thought that they too could upset
here are many Citadel supporters
some of the dope that has been
in Anderson.
so
consistently spilt
over
the
The two teams are training hard,
country this season, and proceeded
and pointing their every effort toto do so by outplaying the Tigers
ward this game, for it means much
in all but the first quarter of"'{lie
to both teams. Citadel although algame. Displaying the best drive and
ready defeated twice by South Caropower that has been shown in their
lina teams, has a brilliant as well
offensive this year, the DavfSson
as a hard fighting team, which will
backs drove thru the Clemson line
give Clemson a run for the money.
for eleven first downs, while'' tlie
Forward passing is the special forte
Garnet and Black line held 'the
of the Bulldogs and they are very
Tiger ofjt-ense to only three first
likely to use the aerial game to a
and tens, one of these coming in
great extent.
the first half and two in the last.
The fact that the Bulldogs were
The Clemson team entered the
overwhelmed 32 to 7 by Washinggame without the services of its
ton and Lee on Saturday does not
captain and field general, Charlie/
mean they are not good, for W.
Robinson, football player De Luxe;
& L. possesses one of the undefeated
and was further handicapped by
teams of the Conference, one of the
the
disabilities of
"Stonewall'"
most powerful of Dixie. The fact
Jackson
and Bratton
Williams,
that the Charlestonians scored on
both of whom have been unable
the Generals indicates that they
to participate in practice during the
have an offensive o be feared.
past week because of burns that
Clemson's varsity team is strainthey received from slake lime in
ing its every nerve and sinew to
the V. P. I. game last Week. Both
have things right for the game.
of these latter men got in the game
It means everything to them. Havfor short time, but due to their
ing lost the last three games in a
injuries they were unable to put
roTjf, they are fighting mad and out
up' their usual brand of class "A"
for blood. They would never stand
football. Capt. Robby went into the
' !■:W "
'- !
to taste defeat again this Saturday:
fray
during
the last/I..quarter but
he
1I0JJ3
"J :
.001
They just won't do it.
fray during the. last quarter bu!
It is hoped that the three stars
was unable to kick or run with
who have been out of the game will
the ball on account of his bad anbe back in harness Saturday. Bratton
kle; however, his presence in the
Williams and Stonewall Jackson's
,
.
.
aig .30. •'■'!■:. I line-up showed ; its , effect on the
burns are improving, and it is hoped i
team by the way in. : which ; they
that Charlie Robinson's, ankle will | n '"" "~ .
',
.
.
jsnsBijg 9Bii9lafij fought during the last few; minutes
rig
soon., anwob ,IQ, 8j£3 L)f-:;lPjay. in this period the.Wild9rii no le^ffliijy-io5 |
(Continued on page two)
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THE
WILD CATS OUT PLAY
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TIGERS TOO WIN
cats -recovered

a

Clemson fumble

the % Tigers tried to pass after pass
in a vain attempt to knot the count,
but the Davidson backs were successful in their work of breaking
up these attempts, and the game
was won. The Wildcats were proud
of their victory, and it was deserved,
because they fought a game battle
for their select portion of the meats
of the occasion.
Line-up and Summary:
Clemson (0) Position Davidson (7)
Finklea
L. E
Davis
Av
Wilson
L. T
Baker ♦>
Jackson
L. G
Vance
Leitzsey
C
McConnel
Tennant
R. G
Boggs
Hane
R. T
Anderson
Roy
R. E
Pinknev
Stewart
Q. B
Sappenfield
Harmon
L. H
Wells
Walker
R. H
Hunt
Williams
F. B
Black
Touchdown: Hendrix. Goal from
placement: Hunt.
Substitutions: Hendrix for Wells,
McAuley for Boggs, Summers for
Anderson, McComb for Hunt, Cox
for Pickney, Bailes for Hane, Colbert for Bailes,
Pickelsimer
for
Jackson, Bowles for Leitzsey, Robin
son for Stewart, Smith for Williams,
Mullins for Pickelsimer, Boggs for
McAuley, Wells for Hendrix, Pinkney for Cox, Melton for Smith,
Stewart for Robinson, Fewell for
Roy. Hendrix for Hunt, Anderso.i
for Sommers, Sommers for Andeson, Lincoln for Baker, Robinson
for Stewart,
Laird for
Lincoln,
McAuley for Boggs, Cox for Pinkney.
Officals: Hartsell,
(N. C. State)
Referee. Osborn, (Wofford) Umpire.
Perry, (Sewanee) Headlinesman.
—J. B. C.

and carried the uaii to tne fouryard line, but Here tue Tiger dePnblished weekly by the Corps ol
lense neia and on cue last down
Cadets ot Clemson College.
Official Organ of the Clemson Ath- r lUKlea tnrew a Davidson runner
Utl« Association and tha Clsmsoa ior a live yard loss and tne bail'
went over to Clemson. Harmon
Alamo! Association.
immediately punted out of danger
BnkscrtpUoB Kotos
Nine Months (weekly)
$1.50 and'the threat was over. This was
rue Tigers best defensive work of
Six Months (weekly)
J1.00
the entire game, and it certainly
Average Circulation 2500.
came at the opportune moment of
Entered as Second Class Matter at the encounter.
the Post Office at Clemson College.
Cieiuaoii xiiiciiei elite liioicen
South Carolina.
Oiemson mnjnweiici: -in tue early
pan ui tue game vvas ui superioi
E. L. SMITH
Editor-in-Chief liuanty, out tue wildcats soon oroKe
J. M. LONGLEY
_ Bus. Manager tills uy.
joetiiei-, a
sorrel-topped
G. W. GIGNILLIAT
Associate Ed. ■.av.ii.ie, was an outstanding iactor
J. B. CAUGHMAN, Associate Editoi in tnis worK; tms young man aiong
W. W. BRYAN
Athletic »d. wiiii vance, ureaKing tnru tne
E. W. CARPENTER _ Asso. Ath. Ed. nger interieience auu nauuing tne
H. F. O'CAIN
Alumni Ed. runner at very irequent intervals,
W. B. BAILES
Alumni Ed. otner stars of tne game Desidea
D. C. AYERS
Locals tnose mentioned aoove were HenT. J. HART
Y. M. C. A. Ed. uiix and launt ot Davidson, and
P. GRAVES ._
Joke Ed. ^oiuert, Tennant, and Koy of the
T. B. LEITZSEY
Asso. Jone Ed. ngers. It is very hard to pick out
Circulation Department
stars in sucn a game as tne one
H. B. Flowers
Circulation Mgr.
oaturaay, out tne work of those
S. M. McKEOWN
Asso. Cir. Mgr.
mentioned ucserved some comment.
T. G. JACKSON
Asso. Cir. Mgr.
me 'tigers won the toss at the
Staff Reporters
opening of tne battle and elected
F. KIZER, H. L. THOMAS.
LO kick-off.
Harmon booted the
pigskin over tne goal line and the
call was put in play on the Wildcats' twenty yard line. A line play
CHARLOTTE ALUMNI
failed and Hunt of Davidson went
GIVE BIG BANQUET back to puut. A bad pass from the
center caused Hunt to down the
The beasts of the jungle with ball for a 10 yard loss. On the
their backs to the wall and with next play Hunt punted to Stewart.
their bodys torn by the wounds of Clemson was penalized five yards
conflict rise to unknown heights for off-side, after
which Stewart
in their last stand against the passed to Harmo,n for 15 yards, GEORGIA TECH WINS
CROSS COUNTRY RACE
enemy. So is it with the Tiger that and a first down. It was Clemson's
(Continued from page one)
bears the Standards of old Clemson. ball on the 14 yard. mark. Three
1 Roberts (Tech)
His back is to the wall; 'his fight line plays netted seven yards, but
2 Saks (Tech)
has been a losing one. Now he' is the Wildcats held on the fourth
3 Mitchell (Tech)
facing his last stand.
4 Boyle (Tech, unattached)
down and the ball went over. DavidAnd like his brothers of the son punted out of danger, and th
5 Buck (Clemson)
jungle he will rise to the occasion and ball remained in Davidson territory
.6 Sease R. E. (Clemson)
7 Daves (Tech)
drive back those invaders that are for the most part of the firs*
trying to annihilate 'him.
8 Sease E. C. (Clemson)
quarter.
9
Hart (Clemson)
The Tigers in the latter part of
The Wildcats opened a drive in
their game with Davidson last Sat- the beginning of the second qu»**cr
10 Goodburn (Tech)
urday showed a spirit that will win that resulted in the only touch11 Davies (Tech, unattached)
12 Fichkett (Tech, unattached)
football games if it is held thruout down of the game. Receiving the
13 Cannon (Clemson)
the entire contest. In the practice ball on their own twenty-five yard
14 Cannon (Clemson)
sessions they are holding this week line, the Cats carried "
-"-—..
14 Jordan (Clemson)
there is a vim and fight that shows son's twenty-five yard marker on
15 Haskell (Clemson Second)
they are coming back and coming a series of line plays behind beauti16 Buie (Clemson Second)
back strong. The members of the ful interference. Sappenfield then
17 Stebbins (Tech)
team realize that they are making tossed a pass to Hendrix and he
IS Steer (Clemson Second)
their last stand and they are pre- raced across the goal line befor-3
19 Wilson (Clemson Second)
paring their all in he struggle that being tackled by Harmon. It was
20 McLeod (Clemson Second)
will decide beween ignominious de- a beautiful catch that Hendrix made.
21 Blakeney (Clemson Second)
feat and the glory of victory. But and this young fellow deserves lots
The regular team members, whose
they are not striving merely for of credit for it.
Hunt kicked a
the glory of victory. They are fight- placement for the extra point. Dur- finish counted in the scoring, and
ing for their honor and for the ing the rest of the quarter the the order in which they came in
sacredness of the traditions of true play was mostly defensive by both was.
1. Roberts,' Tech.
Tigers. It is said that a Clemson teams, Davidson having the edge
2. Saks, Tech.
team never quits. In the closing over the Tigers in this detail.
3. Mitchell, Tech.
games of the season this tradition
How It Happened
4. Buck, Clemson.
will be upheld and made ever truer.
Davidson kicked off to open the
5. R. E. Sease, Clemson.
Because the Tiger is making his
second half and Harmon returned
6. Daves, Tech.
last stand and he will rise to the
the ball to the 20 yard line. Two
7. E. C. Sease, Clemson.
emergency and successfully drive
line plays failed and Clemson punted
8. Hart, Clemson.
back the intruder into his, lair and
to the middle of the field. During
9. Goodburn, Tech.
home.
the remainder of the quarter the
10.
Cannon, Clemson.
—E. L. S
ball changed hands at frequent" in—W. W. B
1st
"Rat":—Why does
your tervals, neither team being able to
room-mate always wear such a make any headway against the op- There was a young Cadet so vain,
ponents defense. Soon after the
good-looking uniform?
Who said that girls gave him a
pain;
2nd Rat:—He always gets up opening of the last period, Davidson
recovered a Tiger fumble on the When asked in which part,
before I do.
25 yard line. From here they carHe replied, near his heaVt,
ried the pigskin to the four yard For the poor fellow hasn't much
Mixed Feelings
Betty: Did you ever laugh till line, but at this point the Tiger
brain.
you cried?
defense stiffened and held the WildBobby: Yes, I did this morning. cats for downs. Harmon punted out
"There must be company down
Betty: Why?
of danger on the first play, and stairs."
Bobby: Father stepped on a the danger of another score was
"Why?"
tack. I laughed. Father saw me. over.
"I hear mama laughing at Papa's
t cried.
In the last ten minutes of play joke."
Foandad >y tk« CUM of '#7
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COMPLETE LINE OF NEW ARMY GOODS
INCLUDING

SHIRTS, SHOES, RAINCOATS AND LOCKERS
SEE A. H. CHAPMAN—Room 245

T

f L. CLEVELAND MARTIN DRUG STORE
tT
ANNOUNCEMENT
30 and 31, and Nov. 1, we will conduct a One7 CentOct.special
Sale ©n all REXALL Products, in which
7
J line we will sell two articles for one cent more than
7 the price of one such article. For example, two,
7 fifty-cent articles will be sold for 51 cents. For
7 further information inquire at
T
THE DRUG STORE

T
T
X
T
X
T

f

7
7
7

X
T
T

and get lined up on one of the best bargain proposition on the campus.
Our Clemson Specialties Include
Loose Leaf Note Books
Clemson Jewelry
Note Book Fillers
Pennants
Lefax Note Books
Pillow Covers
Eversharp Pencils
Cameras
Fountain Pens
Photographic Supplies
Stationery
Norris Candies

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES

%T
7
7
7

t
7
t7

7
7
7
7
T
7
7
X
7
7

t

T
T

7
7 EVERREADY SERVICE TO CLEMSON MEN I
t

CLEMSON CADETS MEET
SISTERS AT WINTHROP

Boys Lose Football Game, But Win
Out At Rock HiU
Just to look around in Rock
Hill on last Sunday would have
given one the impression that Clemson College, the lair of the famous
Clemson Tigers, had been moved to
Rock Hill to form a combination
of the two great colleges, Winthrop
and Clemson. Now we all agree that
such a combination as the aforementioned one is practically impossible, or rather improbable, because the officals who control both
schools would never consent to
such a consolidation. However, as
we said before, it looked as if the
impossible had taken place, because there were Clemson boys all
around the Winthrop campus Sunday afternoon. Of course there were
about fifteen hundred reasons for
so many cadets being there, at
least, I think that is the inrollof our"Sister" institution his year.
Many so-called "Brothers" of the
Winthrop girls called to see their
"Sisters" Sunday, and the family
topics received the chief amount
of conversation—so we are told.
Well, every' >dy calls Winthrop our
sister school, so why can't we call
the girls our sisters? That seems
to be excellent logic from out
point of view ,and perhaps many
of the girls will agree with us.
But it was indeed a "grand and
glorious occasion" as one of the
girls expressed it, and if the Clemboys have anything to say we'll
bet that it will be exactly the
same as the girls said.
—J. B. C.
Old Lady—Ef you don't keep
out o' this yard you'll catch it.
Little Boy (backing away)—All
right. I wouln't hev come in ef I'd
known youse folks had it.—Record.

TIGER SCRUBS
FIGHT GLORIOUSLY
(Continued from page two)
Third quarter up score Clemson
12 Dahlonega 12.
• Dahlonega tries pass but is intercepted by McGill. McGill gets 10
yards over left tackle, Price fumbles
and Aggies recover. Jackson stops
end run for 2 ya"rd loss, Aggies
are forced to punt, Price fumbles
punt but recovers. Clemsons ball.
Price gets 25 yards through line
Pass Tate to Reynolds nets 25
yards. Clemson tries pass but is
intercepted by Parham who gets 15
yards. Pass, Holden to Parham nets
20 yards. Clemson
holds Aggies
and they are forced to punt. Sanders
catches free punt for 20
yards
tackle,ei.
vssge shrdletao shrsh
gain. McGill get 5 yards over tackle,
McGill gets touchdown for • 6 yards
over left tackle. Failed to kick
point. Tate kicks to 5 yard line
and Aggies return their 5 0 yard
line. Aggies get 48 yards on fake
pass. Clemson holds Aggies on the
2 yard line foT four downs, Aggies,
try pass but falls incomplete behind goal line. Clemsons ball on
their 20 yard line. McGill gets IS
yards over tackle, McGill gets 65,
yards over left tackle for touc
down. Game over, Clemson 24 Dahl
lonega 12.
This was a hard fought gam
but due to McGill's .and Price':
starring the scrubs were able to be
victorious. There were no substitutions on Clemsons part during the
game.
Line-up
'Flemson
Smythe
Jackson
Mayfield
Ethridge
Sanders
Goff
Braham
Tate
Reynolds
McGill
Price

Dahlonega
C
Chambers
R. G
Allen
L. G
Cooper
R. T
Hollingsworth
L. T
Madox
R. E
Parham
L. E
Hawkins
Q. B
Holden
F. B
Turner
R. H
Oalhoun
L. H
Stroupe

n
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iUMOK
OTHERWISE

«*-£THE MEETING OF THE FORDS
Gallants, attend, and hear a friend,
Trill forth humourous ditty.
Strange things, we'll tell which late
befell
Just out of Greenville city.
'Twas early day, as the clocks say.
Just when these four were riding,
Making good, as cheerers should,
When they saw a thing surprising.
As in amaze, we sat to gaze.
The truth can't be denied, sir.
They spied a pair of lights so near.
They were not on the side, sir.

on the left and gets two. Jack
Law's interference caused Paul
Graves to be thrown for a loss
Bowles dashes round right end for
forty yards but fails to gain. "Pick"
fumbles,
Winthrop
recovers.
A
beautiful pass by Winthrop landed
straight on T. E. Goodale's jaw.
Time-out-matron ruins it, Interference. "Robbie" sneaks through the
Winthrop defense on a trick play
and gets four.
Time out-W. A.
White wanted to know if Chester
Gump was from Chester, S. C. Jack
Law is penalized for holding. The
game ends as the teams bid each
other a fond goodbye and cute little
Red Caughman receives a punt from
Mr. Gordon, the ground-keeper.
—F. B. L.

TIGER
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JUNGALEERS TO PLAY
FOR DANCESATURDAY

£n0neerin£ Code
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American Legion To Give Dance At
Country Club—Jungaleers Will
Play—Clemson Cadets Given A
Cordial Invitation-Anderson
Girls AVill Attend.
The Anderson Pest of the American Legion will give a dance at
the country club in Anderson Saturday night after the ClemsonCitadel football game. The Clemson
Junglaeers will furnish the music
for the occasion and a good time
is promised all the lovers of the
Terpsiehorean art. It is known definitely at the pressent time what
arrangements have been made concerning the dance, but the Jungaleers are going to play and the
dance is to be in Anderson, so what
more would be necessary to insure
an enjoyable occasion?
Anderson has always been very
friendly with the Clemson cadets
and the dance in Anderson are always well attended by cadets. We
have enjoyed a great many dances
in this 'hospitable town and are
looking forward with a great deal
of pleasure at the chance to attend another one. The girls who
attend the dances in Anderson are
usually present at the dances given
here on the campus and are familiar with all the boys who attend
the dances. This is another feature
tha will add a grea deal to the
pleasure of the dance.
The dance will begin at eightthirty and last until twelve. It is
hoped that a large number of Clemson sudents will attend the dance
and we feel safe in assuring all
those present an enjoyable evening.
—G. W. G.

A Scientific System of
Development

100

80

ALL true progress comes through gradual development. Compare the automobiles, telephones
or threshing machines of twenty-five years ago with
the highly efficient product of today. Better work
and longer life for each machine has resulted in every
case from intelligent, consistent development.
The development of any machine depends: first,
upon the ideals and ability of the designers and
builders and, second, upon the data available and
the method of its use. This Company is exceptionally fortunate in both these respects. Our engineers
are admittedly competent and resourceful. They
have devised a system for securing accurate, definite
information about the operation of Case machines
under the infinite variety of conditions met in extensive field work.

70
A Ford 'tis true came tearing
As it comes in, this information is classified, tabuthrough
lated and charted every month. It is studied carefully for any indication of desirable improvements
And scared us almost to death.
60
in design, material or construction. This is the
We opened our eyes with great
scientific system of development incorporated in the
Darling Sweetums: —
surprise,
Case Engineering Code that has carried Case prodAnd each forgot to take a breath.
I hardly know how to begin this
ucts forward to leadership in usefulness and econ50
omy.
letter but anyway you see how I've
The Fords, did smash, with a terri- started. How do you like it? Catchy
isn't it? Sort of the "kiss me, come
ble crash.
40
This moment we'll never forget, sir. "git" me," style isn't it?
{Established 1842)
Last night your little girl went to
The other overturned, we did not
Dept.
Y75
Racine, Wisconsin
ride with the cutest man! Oh, he's
give a dern,
Case
Farm
Tractors,
Steel Threshers,
Because it was not us, you bet, sir. so fascinating. But of course I still
Silo Fillers, Baling Presses, Steam Enlove you, Dear, forever and ever,
gines, Road Machinery, Grand Detour
Plows and Di3k Harrows.
Out crawled Paul the first of all, heart, soul and lips. But about kissing! He was so clever. He has
NOTE—Our plows and harrows are NOT
As pale as pale could be.
the Case plows and harrows made by the
taught me how to kiss you in a
Then came Ed, his face was red
J. J. Case Plow Works Company
Saying, "For God's sake where is brand new way. Oh, Dear, I love
10
you like a pig loves the refuse
me?"
from the kitchen. What do you
Gilbert slid out, with a terrible think your little girl has gone and
did? I've secured two tickets to
shout
Saying, "What the .hell hit my the game in Anderson next Saturday-right on the fifty yard lin -..
head?"
Then came Jack from under the back We'll call by the drug store and
We can't repeat just what he said, get them. Oh, yes darling, they're
Goree: —How was the Fair?
not paid for.
sir.
Alex:- -She's just as sweet
Seriously speaking though, what
ever.
But after the trouble, our speed we do you mean by telling me that
did double,
you had a date with a girl in
Prof:—Morgan says that "Nig"
To see the Tiger and the Wildcat Greenville last
week-end.
Just Pauling's pleas for sympathy woull
meet.
cause I had a date is no reason make a stature cry.
FOR
After the game we rode just the that you had to run off and have
same.
one elsewhere. Dear, don't you ever
TO GIVE THE WINTHROP GIRLS dare do a thing like that again. You
A TRE'AT.
infuriate me! Didn't you say that
ARMY OR DRESS
we belonged to each other, and
WINTHROP AND TEA-HOUNDS
CLEMSON COLLEGE
there would never be anyone else?
CLASH, MANY HEARTS BROKEN I cried all night about it, and I :HINGS WE DO FOR THE CADETS
can't understand. Please please ex- Cash Cadet Checks.
Agency Flosheim Shoes
The Winthrop Agri-girPture Col- plain. But remember
love you 'Agency ScMoas Brothers Clothes.
lege and the Clemson College "Tea- till ice-cream grows on macaroni Agency Ben Vonde Dry Cleaners.
Agency Spauding Sweaters and
hounds" engaged in a game of love- trees.
Athletic Goods.
ball of the former's gridiron last
Your Own
Sell Cigaretts and Tobaccos.
Sunday. The Tea-hounds fought
May O' Nayse
Cigars, Candies, Drinks
hard and
several times
broke
E. L. S.
Stationery, Pencils, Ink.
Carry a line of Dry Goods, Shirts,
through the Winthrop defense for
WE APRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
Shoes, Needles, Pins, Thread and
short gains. However, the strictHarold Tate, our dashing scrub
lots of things you will need while
ness of the officals prevented the fullback, played a good game at
at school.
28 Years at Clemson. Come down and Let's Get
Clemson boys from making much tackle. The only thing we regret, Make you feel at home any time you
Acquainted
headway. Despite this fact, the that his girl did not see him.
come down and always glad to
see
you.
"Tea-hounds enjoyed themselves.
Will Help Make the Tiger Roar
There were several penalities for Radio Program Station R. F. D.
for 1924
■ holding and roughness of play.
8:00 P. M. Lecture—"Why girls THE COMMUNITY STOKRE, INC.
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
The girls showed different systems leave home" by "Big-Head" Henry
of attack and in the final minutes
8:30 P. M. Musjc—"Oh,
those
^♦"♦"♦"♦"♦"♦"♦"♦"♦"♦"♦^
they won the game zero to nothing. Googly eyes" by M Herlong.
Although the Tea-hounds did not
9:00 P. M. Lecture—"Fish, the
win a moral victory, they won the different kinds" by "Sheik" Stokes.
hearts of several of the opposing
9:30 P. M. Lecture— "Military
Bring Your Clothes to Us
players. The only injuries of the from the ground up" by W. A.
FOR
game were several broken hearts Hambright.
Invites the patronage of all Clemson men at &H times. 1
which came to some of the Clem♦I*
10:00 P. M. Solo: "Oh, "Horsie"
CLEANING, PRESSING
son players that were unable to where art thou?" by "Colt" Roche.
AND REPAIRING
% WE SPECIALIZE IN SATISFYING TIGER APPETITES***
attend the game. The details of ths
10:30 P. M.
Story—"A hairgame are as follows:
raising story" by ''Baldhead" BryRun by Tiger Athletes
"Pat" Harmon receives the kick- an.
See us about Meal Tickets.
off and dashes for the sofa. "Doc"
10:45 P. M. Lecture—"Bed-time JACK CHANDLER, Manager
Melton is held for a four yard loss stories" by Bratton Williams.
Managed by
on the next play. Captain Charlie
Located in Rear of Taylor's
Robinson makes it first down when
Prof:—What is hydrogen used
Shoe Shop.
MR. AND. MRS. H. M. PICKETT
he gains
with
his line.
Jack for?
Fewell goes to the right on the
"Rat":—Hydrogen is used as a
next play but fails, so he tries it (waist) reducer.
$H$M$H$H$M$H$H$
WE DO IT RIGHT

J.I.CaseThreshm&MachmeCo.

SLOAN BROS

ENDICOTT-JOHNSON GUARANTEED SHOES

THE COMMUNITY STORE

CLEMSON NOVELTIES
FULL LINE OF STATIONERY
ATHLETIC. GOODS

TIGER PRESSING CLUB
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COLUMBIAN SOCIETY LEGION MEN LABOR
HAS GOOD DEBATE FOR LOCAL SCHOOL
Members CM" Society Engage la American Legion Post And School
Heated Word Argument As To
Improvement Association CooperExisting Conditions At Clemlson
at On Big Job.
A very interesting meeting of the
Columbian Literary Society was held
last Friday night in the society
hall. This meeting was probably
the best that has been held this
year and goes to prove that each
member of the society can get something out of the society if he is
willing to work for the interest of
the society and help make it the best
in the school, also work faithfully
so that he himself may derive some
profit, for a person gets out of anything just what he puts in it. Bear
this in mind, fellow members, of the
Columbian and lets each of us do
what we can in making the meetings
in the future even better than the
last meeting.
Those who were responsible for
the excellent program were Sanders,
K. B., the declaimer of the evening, Stribling, T. S., humorist who
furnished the fun where Mr. Sanders gave selection which was of
such a nature as to cause each of
us to think. The debate resolved
"That Clemson should be controlled
by the State instead of seven life
trustees" was argued by Tinsley,
H. K. and Thompson, D. P. for
the affirmative while Bonnar, T. A.
and Gillespie, S. L., who was alternate for Todd, J. N. upheld the?
negative. The question was very
hotly debated which gave evidence
that each debater had spent much
time in preparing his part of the
program. This is a very good question and is up to date for it is a
question that the people through
the State are debating for themselves. Such a question should interest every student here and others
who have Clemson at heart and
are interested in its development.
The Judges decided in favor of the
negative.
In addition and also a feature
of the recent programs has been
extemporaneous speeches by one of
the society members. At this meeting Mr. D. W. Stribling was chosen
to speak on the subject of "The
importance of the Literary Society."
Mr. Stribling treated this subject
well and brought out many facts
tha will be well for us to remember.
Presidents for the third and fourth terms were elected. Blakney,
L. B. for term and Stribling, D. W.
for the fourth term.
Although three members on the
program were absent there was a
noticeable increase in tl^e attendance. Keep it up fellows and lets
have a full attendance at the next
.meeting.

HORTimiTURE MEN
HAVE GOOD MEETING
Prof. Newman Tujks to Society
About The Historfy And Working
Of Horticulture
Tn The State
A-U","!*. {v An
ticulturt soc
The Horticulture
Society held a
very important ; and
interesting
meeting last Tuesday night. The
Meeting was' called to order by the
president and the subject of new
members for he society was taken
up. After tl
business part of the
meeting P lessor Newman gave a
very inter ,3ting talk on The working of tl .3 Horticulture Division in
the Stp„xe. He gave a summary -history pi the Horticulture Division in
the 'state and showed how it has
•-&' dn improved in recent years.

On Saturday of last week a novel
scheme was inaugurated at the Calhoun-Clemson
School. For
some
time the Legion has felt the urge
to help improve the grounds at
the local school and last year spent
some time and much effort on this
work.
The Legion struck a snag in a
matter requiring money and so *he
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work was stopped. Then the School
Improvement
Association
came
along with plenty of coin but no
labor, and no working foreman to
direct any, should it become available. The Legion offered its services
to the Association and the call was
issued for Saturday. At two oclock
in the afternoon the following were
present for work: Comrades Peck,
McAlister, Gardner, Musser, Aull,
Carpenter, Robinson and Rogers of
the Legion; and Messers Barre,
Hunter, Doyle and Elias Earle of
the for the Association. Comrades
McSween, Cheatham, Eaton and
Morgan of the Legion were unable
to be present and provided substitutes. These men working in groups

NOVEMBER 12, 1924
laid some fifty feet of 10" tile,
cleared, plowed, graded, harrowed,
raked, fertilized and planted the
front yard in grass. The Post was
represented by engineers, landscape
gardeners, and specialists in the
different lines and it is believed
that much good was accomplished.
The tile, seed fertilizer, etc., were
furnished by the School Improvement Association, but the workmen
feel that the Association Cooperated
to an even greater extent when at
five oclock the following ladies
came with well filled baskets and
spread a picnic lunch for the
crowd: Mesdames Barre, Hunter,
Peck, Doyle, Boggs Coachran, Aull,
Rogers, Breazeale, and Clinkscales.

It was a time for much rejoicing for
good work had been done and
"cooperation" had made another
touchdown. As far as the Legion
is concerned "cooperation can score
again next Saturday and every
Saturday thereafter.
GIVE HER ROOM
Bill (teaching her to drive)—-In
case of emergency, the first thing
you want to do is put on the brake.
She—Why, I thought it came with
the car!—Kablegram.
"Not a bad looking car you have
Brown; what's the most you ever
get out of it?"
"Six times in one mile."

Centers
*A

GOOD basketball center or football
quarterback knows more than the resources
of his team. He knows what resources to
call upon at decisive moments. To him,
the condition of his opponents, their weight
and style of play, the time left to go—all
dictate a strategy, which he follows.

There is in industry a group of engineers
whose position resembles that of field
general. They keep their eyes continuously
upon all fields of human activity. They
observe how each is affected by changing
economic situations. They calculate what
demands the future will make upon each.
Then they bring to its aid new discoveries
and beneficial methods.
In 1886, George Westing-house saw that
industrial growth could not be furthered
by direct current alone. The "game" required a new style of play. So when the
rudiments of a transformer came along —

opening the way for alternating current,
Westinghouse adopted both, perfected
them, and paved the way for the electrical
era of the present time.
In an organization like Westinghouse,
these "quarterbacks of industry" are called
"application engineers". They are mechanical and electrical engineers who apply the
forces of electricity to every variety of
human need.
Westinghouse application engineers first
applied motors to the steel industry, the
textile industry, the automobile industry.
They introduced electricity to railroads
and ships. They developed it for heating
purposes.
Application engineers are needed in industry— they fill an important and expanding place. Westinghouse service to
industry itarts with their efforts.

ouse
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TRUE FIGHTING SPIRIT SPLENDID CONCERT
STUDENT RODY WILL WADE HAMPTON
OF CLEMSON TIGER
RY NEWELL PARTY ATTEND CITADEL GAME ELECTS OFFICERS
FOR SECOND TERM
Banquet Held In New Charlotte
Hotel-Tlger Team And Visiting
Alumni Attend-Speeches by
Various Alumni And ExGridiron Stars.

The Charlotte
Chapter
of the
Clemson Alumni Association gave
a banquet in the New Charlotte
Hotel after the Clemson-Davidson
game last Saturday in honor of
.Clemson College 1924 football team.
Various visiting alumni and the
members of the football party were
present. The team marched in to
the tune of "When the Sons of
Clemson Fall in Line," Then the
Alma Mater was sung and the
dinner was served. The banquet
consisted of:
Lobster Cocktail
Celer

y
Olives
Half Broiled Chicken on Toast

Potato Croquette

Green Peas

Avacado Pear Salad
Ice Cream

Cake

and
Assorted Cakes
Coffee
Cigars

Rolls
Cigarettes

After all those present had done
full justice to the wonderful food
that was served, Mr. F. L. Bunker,
president of the Charlotte chapter!
made a few remarks welcoming the
guest and introducted the Toastmaster, Mr. D. S. Lewis. Mr. Lewis
called on Prof. Henry who gave a
response on behalf of the football
team and visiting alumni. Coach
"Bud" Saunders was then called
on and made a few remarks expressing his apprecltoin of the wonderful treatment that he and the
football team had received in Charlotte.

I,

Mr. Lewis then recalled to the
older members of the alumni some
of the traditions of Clemson and
told of some of his experiences
while a cadet. After these remarks
he called on Messrs. Tom Robertson,
John
Roddy,
"Pee
Wee'
Forsyth, "Doc" McFadden, Houze,
Frank Sloan, and "Stumpy" Banks.
These gentlemen each made a few
remarks about their experiences at
Clemson and urged the team to
greater efforts
for the glory
of
Clemson. At the conslusion. of the
Banquet the members of the football team and the others who formed
the party from Clemson were given
invitations to a dance at the Charlotte Country Club. This inviation
was accepted a number and those
that attended had a very enjoyable
time.
Various members of the Charlotte
Chapter urged that Clemson play
a football game in Charlotte every
year under the auspices of the
Charlotte Chapter. We think this
is a fine idea and all those who
took the
trip to
Charlotte
are
heartily in favor of it after the wonderful treatment given us by Charlotte Alumni
Special credit should go to Mr.
F. L. Bunker and Mr. Bob Irving
for the trouble they took and the
time they spent to see that the
Clemson party was so royally entertained. We wish to thank them and
all the members of the Charlotte
Chapter for the wonderful entertainment they gave us and hope that
it will be possible for us o return
this treatment here at Clemson or
elsewhere some time in near future.
—G. W. G.

Fenwick Newell Concert Party Gives Special Train Will Take Cadets To
Anderson—To Leave School At
Beautiful Program—Violinist
One O'clock
Gets Ovation

He who says the Clemson cadet
cannot appreciate good music should
have seen and heard the ovation
which Mr. Joseph Marks, violinist
of the
Fenwick Newell
Concert
Party, received when that company
gave its concert in the colllege
chapel.
Mr. Marks, after playing several
numbers, left the stage. The applause thundered. He returned and
bowed. The applause continued. He
bowed some more. The applause
continued. And it kept right on
continuing until he came back and
played again.
Which is
to intimate :hat Mr.
Marks was the only member of the
party who made a hit. In the parlance of this athletic editor, he
just made the longest hit, a home
run as it were, while the other
members of the party got beautiful
three-baggers.
Miss
Rosamond Crawford,
the
pianist, was marvelous. She showed
her mastery of the instrument in
a solo. The selection, however, was
not particularly appealing although
it showed how she could play. It
was in the accompaniments of all
the numbers that her pianoforte
stood out.
Mr. Newell, himself, has a tenor
voice of great beauty and his numbers were greatly enjoyed. He sang
several lyrical songs from the operas,
and got a big hand on "Muh Lindy
Lou," a negro song.
As instimated above, Mr. Marks,
the violinist, was a master of that
instrument and was almost cheered
for his playing. The numbers by
Miss Holt, the sopra.no, were enjoyed.
To this writer, and it seemed to
the majority of the audience the
most appealing numbers, were the
voilin and tenor solos by Mr. Marks
and Mr. Newell and next in order
were the numbers by the violin,
piano, tenor trio.
The program of the company consisted of standard numbers from
the operas and famous composers.
Numbers with wide appeal, not
of the so-called "popular" type,
but certainly not in any sense
'high-brow."
A peculiar
local interest
was
given the company by the fact thac
one of it's members had been associated in New York with Mr. William
Houston, a former resident of the
campus,, brother
of Prof.
Hale
Houston, who was for many years
head of the civil engineering division. On the company's arrival at
Clemson, a telegram was received
from Mr. Houston, and the audience was told of this.
—W. W. B.

An Irishman was sitting in a
depot smoking, when a woman
same in and, sitting down near
him said:
"Sir, if you >were a .gentleman
you would not smoke here."
"Mum," replied the Irishman, "if
you wuz a lady you would sit farther away."
Pretty soon the woman burst
out again: "If you were my husband I'd give you poison."
"Well, mum," replied the Irishman as he smoked away ajt his
pipe, "if you wuz my wife, I'd take
it." —Odd Fellow Herald.

Saturday brings the day that the
entire Clemson student body has
been looking forward to since the
football season opened in September. The trip to Anderson to see
the encounter between the Bulldogs of Citadel and the Jugaleers
of Clemson holds the interest of
the cadets who are anxious to see
the game that always means a
stiff battle on the Tiger schedule.
This year, more than ever before,
this game has a bearing on the
State title, and it means that both
teams will be in there scraping until the final whistle blows.
Citadel has a team this season
that has made an excellent record
for itself, and the Bulldog supporters are counting on their representatives to down the fighting
Tigers, but the Tigers are also
determined to win in order to be
a contender for the State championship. Furman's victory over the
Carolina
Gamecocks in
Columbia
last Saturday completely upset the
Garnet and Black team's clean
slate in both North and South Carolina, and entangled the situation
in this state in regard to the
winner of the cup that is to be
awarded to the championship team
by the Focus Club of Columbia.
A special has been arranged by
Prof. Henry to carry the cadets
to Anderson from Cherry's. The
train will leave at one o'clock,
arriving in the "Electric City" in
plenty of time for the game which
will begin at three o'clock. The
faculty has agreed to begin classes
on Saturday at eight o'clock in
order that they may be over by
twelve. Lunch will be held immediately after classes are over. The
return trip will be made that night,
the train leaving Anderson at 11:
3 0 P. M. and getting back to
school about 12:30

Fred Leitzsey says he has a
good girl now; he saw her walking
home from an auto ride the other
night.

few plays put the ball across again
Stamps failed to kick P C 22
Cubs 0.
'
Cubs Rally
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Society A«
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every
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^

The members of the Wade Hampton Literary Society met last Friday night for the purpose of electing officers for the ensueing term.
The meeting was called to order
by W. C. Huffman, vice-president
for the first term.
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Substitutions:
P. C.,
Kennedy,
Brunson for
Montjoy for King.

Manning
King for
Bartelle,

Clemson
Midiff
Manning,
for
White for Cuttino, Potts for Hoi
man, Lipscomb for Davidson, McGlone
for Liscomb,
Timmerman
for Chandler, Mealing for Potts
Hicks for Harvey, dozier for Eskew'
Chandler for Link, Midiff for Martin, Hudgins for Chandler, Marshbanks for Hudgins.
Score by periods
P
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0
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See I. L. KELLER
FOR WALK-OVER SHOES

"Horse" Mullins says that a girl
in the kitchen is worth two in the
parlor.

CLEMSON TIGER RELTS

ARMY OR

DRESS

And All Other Articles for Cadeto

Tom Bailes says to draw a Queen
you've got to have the Jack .

marker
with a

eTpoi:Vpstcdr4ipckr0for-

"Broadway chickens are just like
those on the farm," says "Frog"
Palmer. "If you let them run around
too much they get tough."

Jack Fewell sang us a little song
entitled "No Mater How Healthy a
Bow-Legged Girl Is, She Will Always Be In Bad Shape."

^

band outs they scored again in th
'«t of the third quarter and Stamn!

The Society decided to discard
the program that had been planned
for the night and elect officers. The
following officers were elected: L.
G. Causey president; D. E. Smith,
vice-president; W. C. Huffman, senior critic; L. S. Bouknight, junior
cvntc; Ban, recording secretary;
J. B. Hester, corresponding secretary, and J. A. Stephenson, chaplain,
The Society
has shown
good
judgement in selecting officers for
the following term. Great spirit
is to be expected for the rest of
they ear. Everyone is expected to
be present and take part in the
society work.

Arrangements have been made
for quite a few good times to be
held Saturday night afte
and those who are familiar with
the good times that the people of
Robby: Going to hear the lecture
Anderson
put on will look
foron appendicitis tonight, Bratton?
ward with pleasure to the coming
Bratton: No, I'm tired of these
events, because the "Electric City" organ recitals.
folk never do anything half-way,
and a fine time is assured all who
John Walker wants to know if
go if they care to take advantage a girl can live on love.
of those afforded by the hosts of
"Dutch Tennant say she can if
Anderson.
she stays single.
—J. B. C.
—J. B. C.

HEARD ON THE TRIP
By "Red*"

PESBVTERIAN FRESH
SMOOTHER TIGER CUBS
(Continued from page two)

MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHING
30 Years at Clemson
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lie does it: Wanluska beat Stetson
Scrubs, Stetson Scrubs beat Stetson,
Stetson beat Newberry, Newberry
beat Citadel, Citadel beat Furman,
Furman beat Carolina, Carolina beat
N. C. State N.C.State beat V. P. I.,
V. P. I. tied Washington and Lee,
and W. & L. is undefeated in the
Southern Conference. There you are.
He's right isn't he? But then again
is he?

• • •

IT'S HARD to say it, but truth
will out. Hard facts they are, but
we must face them. Clemson's season has not been a success. Things
have not been what they should.
The team is down. The question
is will it go out. We say not. That
is not the spirit of the Tiger. But
again the fact must be faced, the
spirit is not what it has been
or what it should be, what it will
be soon, we trust. It has seemed
that Tigerism has been dead. Surely it has only been sleeping, and
will rouse itself once more. It must
if we are to beat Citadel and Furman and we know it will. Let's
give it speedy recovery.

*

•

•

WE ABE NOT blaming the team.
Don't misunderstand us. Nor are we
blaming any other person or persons. But the thing exists, it can't
be dodged. Right now our rival in
Greenville can truthfully sing, "The
old Clemson Tiger, he ain't what he
use-to be." But the point is that
rival mustn't be able to sing that
on Thanksgiving Day and the Citadel Bulldogs mustn't be able to
sing it Saturday. Whether they will
or not depends on every man at
Clemson. Will you do your uttermost to revive the Tiger and send
him roaring over Citadel and Furman, elevating the Purple and Gold
to a higher perch than it's present
lowly position. The spirit is the
thing, Clemson has the mechanics.
And her spirit has long been traditional. Will we let it die? The spirit
of the school is the spirit of the
team. The spirit of the school i's
made by each man. What are you
doing for it?
VICTORIES over the Bulldogs
and the Hurrican are essential. The
year has been a failure so far.
It must be redeemed from utter
downfall. The real Clemson spirit
will do it, nothing else will. Let's
all get saturated
with Tigerism.
If we do the team will, and then
look out you Bulldogs and watch
the Purple Hurrican become Parson
"Mac's" "little pink poof."

*

*

*

PEP MEETINGS will be held this
week. Will you be there? It was
a crying shame the scantiness of
the crowd at those last week. No
wonder the team lost. It was not
their fault, but yours if you were
not whole-heartedly behind them.
All out now, everybody behind them.
* * *
ALL HONOR to the scrubs. They
won Saturday where three other
Tiger teams failed. Two dozen to
one dozen was the tally of points
by which they downed the North
Georgia Aggies, and we glory in
their victory.
• • •
"CLEMSON BEING BEAT... by
Davidson is also somewhat of a
shock, although the mental atmosphere in Tigertown must still be
far from the proper one to help
i turn out a winning football team,"

THE LEAD in individual scoring
among South Carolin gridiron performers still belongs to Pat Harmon, who has counted 48 points.
McPhee, of Newberry, is now second, having increased his total to
30, thereby passing Captain Charlie
Robinson
of Clemson who is now
says Whitner Cary in The Piedmont
third
with
26.
Let's get the pep up, and make
that spirit the kind that will win
• * *
NOM DE GUERRE, the wild and
the next two games.
untamed observer who writes in
» * *
THE STATE CHAMPIONSHIP is The State, has the following to say
in about the worst muddle it could of the championship tangle;
A COMPLETE CIRCLE—There
possibly locate. Here is what The
has
been talk recently, and in years
Looker-on says about it in The
past
of various kinds of "rings",
Greenville News:
"As a result of this overturning but it was never anticipated there
of the gridiron teapot, the state would be a football "ring" in South
championship race is as hopeless as Carolina; Yet such seems to be the
an incorrect
cross-word puzzle. case to the regret of all followers
Every team in the state has been
defeated at least once. The leading
elevens of the State are Furman,
Carolina,
Clemson, Citadel
and
Newberry. Furman lost to the Citadel, Carolina to Furman, Clemson
to Carolina, Citadel to Newberry
and Carolina and Newberry to Furman. If the Citadel loses to Clemson in their game at Anderson this
coming Saturday, that will definitely
eliminate the Cadets from the state
title contention. If Clemson wins
that game and also defeats Furman
Thanksgiving day, the Tigers will
likely he acclaimed champions in
view of the close score to which
they held Carolina. If the Purple
Hurricane conquers Clemson, and
if Clemson defeats the Citadel, the
odds will lie heavily with Furman."

*

*
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of the sport in the state today.
Thus: Furman beat Newberry, Newberry beat Citadel, Citadel beat
Furman and Furman beat Carolina.
This
is
one
round and
the
only
thing
necessary
to
wring the observer's neck would be
for Clemson to
down
Furman
(which they won't) and Citadel to
defeat Clemson (which they can't).
But all things are possible in IOVJ
war, and football.

«

*

*

WE HOPE he is right about Citadel not being able to beat Clemson.
but we think he is wrong when he
says Clemson won't beat Furman.

*

•

*

A THEORY long advocated by
this department is discussed in The
Greenville News by The Look-on as
follows:
We are moved to believe, how
ever, that the South Carolina elevens place too much stress on the
state championship and too little on
their
contests with
out-of-state
teams. Clemson should have defeatel
Davidson Saturday.
The Citadel
would have made a far better
showing against Washington and
Lee had they played the same kin 1
of game that they played against
Furman. About the only victories

the Palmetto teams score are at
the expense of each other.
A GOOD OMEN, for Clemson, it
seems to us, can be seen in the
Princeton victory over Harvard in
the first "Big Three" game of the
year. All the experts predicted a
Harvard victory. But the Tiger
roared out of Princeton, and slashed
up and down the Harvard Stadium,
overwhelming the Crimson under
the worst defeat she has known
Now in South Carolina the experts
are predicting the further downfall
of the Clemson Tiger. But we can
see the Purple and Gold beast clawing into the Bulldog of Citadel and
the Purple Hurricane of Furman as.
the Orange and Black Tiger of
Princeton did the crimson of Harvard.

*

*

»

PROF. REED,
our track and
cross country coach, has been loudly
crowing over the deeds of the eleven
from his alma mater, Mississippi
A. & M. The Aggies were among the
leaders up to Saturday, and we promised him three inches of space
in The Baldhead Row if they beat
Vanderbilt. But Vandy downed them
18 to 0, and so the Coach doesn't
crow now.

*

MUCH AS We would like to see
the Tigers with the championship,
however, we can't see how either
they or Furman could win an
undisputed claim to it, for comparative scores mean absolutely nothing.
It seems to us that if Clemson defeats The Citadel, then the winner
of the Clemson-Furman game would
be in a tie with Carolina for the
title. The loser of course, would
be out of it, for that would make
the second defeat. A tie game on
Thanksgiving, still granting that
Clemson beat the Citadel, would
make the championship race a triple
tie between Clemson, Carolina, and
Furman. With the impossibility of
any team having the pennant undisputed, it is certain that each of
the teams that are still in the
running at all will advance claims,
probably
based on
comparative
scores. To award the Focus Cup, the
committee will have to decide which
claim it considers most valid, but
even that will not put the matter
beyond dispute. They only decide
the recipient of the cup, which will
not mean so much after a dispute
as
it
would
if
the
title
had been won clearly. It seems that
the 1924 championship is bound to
be in a mix-up.
• * •
THE FUTILITY of comparative
scores as a means of judging the
strength of football teams is demonstrated by a list which our
genial Y. secretary, "Holtzy" has
compiled. He shows that Wanluska
High School, wherever that is,
ranks along with the leaders of the
Southern Conference. Here is how
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WHAT IS A STEAM TRAP?
A successful steam trap should be a passageway for water and a barrier to steam. It
prevents the loss of any steam while it disposes ofthe accumulated condensation from
pipe-lines and headers. Or drains receivers, drip pockets or steam using appliances.
It is automatic, performing its important
function without attention.
Steam traps ofthe right type, properly arranged, will returnhotcondensationdirectly
to the boilers as pure feed water. Conserving the "heat of the liquid" of this condensate, they effect large fuel economies. They

are the most economical devices on the
market for boiler feeding. Steam traps can
also be used to draw condensation from
low pressures or vacuums, discharging
directly into a higher pressure, and metering the discharge if desired.
Cranetilt traps perform these and similar
functions in many important power plants,
in chemical plants, paper mills and oil refineries. Their operation is fully described
in a Crane publication entitled "Condensation." We will be glad to send a copy to
any engineering student who writes for it.
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